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Introduction

The Keysight Technologies, Inc. M3602A FPGA design environment simplifies the
development of custom processing functions for the following PXIe modules: M3100A,
M3102A, M3201A, M3202A, M3300A, M3302A with -FP1 (FPGA Programming) option
enabled and one of the options -K32 (Kintex-7 K325T FPGA) or -K41 (Kintex-7 K410T
FPGA) for the logic.

The user-friendly graphical environment simplifies the development of custom DSP for
the FPGA device enabling special modes of operation or new control structures. This 
application note demonstrates the FPGA capabilities of Keysight M3300A AWG and 
digitizer PXIe combo module to perform closed-loop control using input and output 
channels in conjunction. In particular, this document demonstrates the implementation 
of a digital phase locked loop using the Keysight digital-PLL IP and a Keysight M3300A 
module. CH0 input is used as the feedback input, and the frequency correction is applied 
to CH0 output. The user selects the objective phase and frequency for the feedback 
signal (among other parameters), and the Digital-PLL will apply the necessary frequency 
corrections to the frequency input of the FuncGen_0 module in order to lock the 
feedback input to specified frequency and phase.

This demo runs on the following Keysight PXIe modular AWG and digitizer PXIe combo 
modules with option -FP1 (enabled FPGA programming): M3300A. 

The following applications are required for this demonstration:

 – Keysight FPGAflow 1.91.20 or later.
 – Keysight SD1 SFP (software front panels) 1.91.20 or later.
 – M3300A with option -FP1 and options -K32 or -K41 (FW version: 3.15.00. Later

firmware versions require user firmware regeneration.
 – Free version of the design suite Vivado HL WebPACK Edition 2015.2 (required for

user firmware regeneration).
 – Optional Matlab for performance evaluation and debugging

Demonstration Files

 – “AIO_demo.FPGAprj” FPGAflow project with the Digital PLL integration on the
M3300A AWG and digitizer PXIe combo hardware.

 – “firmware.sbp: generated firmware to program the Keysight M3300A module.
 – “AIO_demo.exe”: User program executable file to configure the digital PLL and run

the DEMO. Source code is also included.
 – “AIO_demo.m”: Matlab file used to generate graphical representation of the demo

results.

Hardware FPGAflow Project

The M3300A project for this application note is named AIO_demo.FPGAprj.

As shown in the screenshots below, the Digital-PLL is connected to the analog input 
channel 0, which is used as the external feedback input and the output of the digital-PLL 
is fed to channel 0 output function generator. PC port 0 is used as the configuration and 
control interface between the firmware and the software used in this demo.
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Figure 1.

Figure 2.

To provide the user with debugging and performance information of the whole locking 
process, several built-in DAQs are used for internal data capturing. The capture data 
includes: phase, frequency difference, frequency correction (shown in the screenshot 
below) and external signal reference. This data is read by the demo software and saved 
to .dat files which afterwards can be visualized using Matlab or other software; some of 
this data can also be visualized using the Keysight SD1 SFP (software front panels).
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Figure 3.

Figure 4.

For a more detailed description of the Keysight Digital-PLL IP, please refer to its 
documentation: digital_pll_01 (v01_01).

User Firmware Generation

The user can regenerate the user firmware file by opening the M3202A project and 
selecting “Module -> Generate firmware”.

A pop-up window will appear with the last output (if a previous user firmware generation 
has been done). Clicking the “run” button, FPGAflow launches the FW generation 
and the output is placed in the folder ./<project_name>.data/bin/firmware_<project_
name>_<date_and_time>.sbp (the root folder is the one containing the .FPGAprj file).
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Figure 5.

Demo Software Application

The AIO_demo software is a simple console application which allows the user to configure, tune and evaluate the Digital-PLL 
implementation performance. Prior to running the software, the user firmware need to be renamed to firmware.sbp and placed in the 
same folder as AIO_demo.exe. 

The following code snippets exemplify the usage of Keysight SW libraries:

Loading the user firmware into the M3300A board at start-up:

Figure 6.

Configuring both the signal generation and data capture:

Figure 7.
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Figure 8.

Reading and writing the PC port to configure and control the Digital-PLL:

Figure 9.

Reading data from the different DAQs:

Figure 10.
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Running the Demonstration

This section describes the necessary steps to set up and run this demonstration:
1. Insert the module M3300A inside of the chassis
2. Connect the M3300A CH0 output to the CH0 input.
3. Run AIO_demo.exe and select the slot of the M3300A AWG and digitizer PXIe 

combo module

Figure 11.

a) Enable and set the frequency and phase of the external reference (options 1, 2 
and 3). This example uses 2000000 Hz and 0 degrees

b) Configure the internal reference signal frequency and phase (options 5 and 6). 
This example uses 20000000 Hz and 0 degrees

c) Configure the accumulator and thresholds (option 8). This example uses 50 for 
the accumulator size (100000000/50 = 2 Mhz, which is a submultiple of the 
desired 20MHz frequency). For the phase and frequency threshold 30 will be 
used on both. 

d) Configure the PID constants (option 9). This example uses 10000 for kp, 20000 
for ki and 0 for kd.

e) The user can check if all the values are loaded correctly by reading back the 
actual configuration of the system (option 11).
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Figure 12.

f) Configure the capture by selecting the number of points to read and the trigger 
source (option 12). This example will use 200 points and the third trigger option 
“not(phase_locked)and(system_active)”.

g) Start the capture (option 13).
h) Enable the PLL (option 4).
i) Read the captured data (option 15) and save it to disk.

4. Run the AIO_demo.m Matlab file in the same folder as the AIO_demo.exe to display 
the captured data.

The following picture shows the output graphs generated by the Matlab Script after 
running the steps detailed above:

Figures 13a, b, c, and d.
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It can be seen how phase and frequency error converge to zero. The user can also see 
the evolution of the phase and reference signal using the Keysight SD1 SFP (software 
front panels) . For that, steps 3.f/g/I and 4 should not be performed and instead the 
SFP should be lunched before executing step 3.h. Within the SFP the user should only 
configure the number of points to capture, the trigger source, enable the channel to 
visualize, disable the auto trigger and then press run.

Figure 14.

Figure 15.
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The first image shows the evolution of the phase when locking to the requested phase 
and frequency. The second image shows the evolution of the reference signal while 
reaching the desired frequency. Note that the even though the number of points on each 
picture is different both correspond to the same time interval of 64 μs. That is because 
the sampling period for the phase is 320 ns while the reference is sampled at full rate 
(sampling period of 10 ns). Please note that when changing the number of points in the 
SFP, the run button must be disabled and enabled again in order for the system to load 
the new values.

The hardware implementation reassign the analog triggers such that: channel 1 analog 
trigger is activated whenever the digital PLL is enabled and channel 2 analog trigger 
is activated when the phase lock is lost while the system is enabled. Channel 0 analog 
trigger is not modified and therefore synchronizes the triggering with the feedback input.
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